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THE RAILWA MAN by Hang Kean-hu- nnd Shih Chan-Asian
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A streamlined plsaenler train on the Pekiumentdn line

No thea t Workers Create Extra Wealth

In response to a call by Kao Kang, Chairman of the Northeast

People‘s Government, the workers of Northeast China have created

extra wealth to the value of more than 14 million tons of grain,
over and above their original produ ion target, in their movement

for increasing production and practising economy during 1351.

Realising that every new success in production hastens the

victory of the Resist America and Aid Korea Movement and the

process of industrialisation in China, the enthusiasm of the workers

for production has reached a new high peak.

Workers of all factories and mines have applied themselves to

the task of developing the potential power of their industry, actively

motion: ”31
‘

/. 1

Studying the most advanced production experiences, improving their

methods of operation and ensuring the fullest use of equipment.
The workers of the caslbmanufacturing shop of the No. 5 Machine

Tool Factory, in studying the methods of the Soviet worker Kovalev,
have developed a new method of operation for every worker resulting
in a tremendous increase in production.

The brilliant successes of the Northeast workers are already

being discussed by workers and peasants in factories, mines and

villages throughout the country. As their experiences fully pene-

trate enterprises in other parts of the country the movement will

become nationwide.
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In the course of a year the people
of the many nationalities of the far North.
west have made remarkable contributim
towards the movement of resistance 1a

American aggression and aid for Korea
Gifts for the Chinese volunteers, aid {“1

the Korean refugees and signatures fur

the Five-Power Peace Pact have bet-31

given in an unstinting spirit of patriotism
and desire for peace. No less than 125

fighter planes, four anti-aircraft guns am

16 pieces of artillery have been donated

towards the defence of peace in Korea

No less than 90 per cent at the people of

the area have drawn up and signed theil

patriotic pactsl

In launching their patriotic plans for increased

production and economy, the people have drawn up
a complete autumn and winter plan for production.
in agriculture and side occupations, including pro-

grammes for ploughing, tree planting and winter

repair work, In addition, measures of economy
aimed at the elimination of waste have been in~

troduced.

In the course of the movement, age-old hostilities

and prejudices between one nationality and another

have been swept aside, making way for a new spirit
of unity and co-operation among the people. Today
in the villages, factories, offices and schools, they
are working with one heart for the realisation of

Chairman Mao’s call for production and economy

in support of the Chinese people‘s volunteers.
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In China today lresh sea fish is eaten in inland towns and meat of the western half of China.

this is the result of the achievements in railway rehabilitation and

construction over the past two yum
the whole period.

railways in broken and derelict condition. Bridges had been blown and units of the People‘s Liberation Army.

up by the retreating Kunmintang forces, miles of tracks had been underway for more than 12 months

away in floods In the two years since liberation, the People’s Govern- king to Chengtu. pass

ment has restored all previous railways and planned to construct no Lungchang, Neikiang, Tzechung, Tzeyang

the rest 0! the country and pave the way for the economic development resources of the areal

A deep flllWIy-cumnl through I mountain—Illustrative o! the enllneerlng problem-
Involvod In carrying the rallway through the mountainous area- or Blwhmn Province
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lrom the Northeast is sold in Shanghai and markets further south. .
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Shanghai. in return, sends socks, towels, fountain pens and flashlights . Th? “WNW”? Chang.” 9hungkmgo 3» wfi’y mam" their su

to the peasants in the Northeast and inland areas Bananas from
China ‘5 “had“le'j f” completion m ”52‘ “ng y p

.
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Kwangtung are shipped by rail to all parts of the'country and the
Manchu Government in 1908, for many years the

COnStl'lflcuon 019.

. r
. railway was used by succeeding governments as an excuse (or no

nomads in the for Northwest can drink tea from Central China All
taxes from the people a! the area without a single mu being mam

,
. .
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r n f the broad masses of the
Twelve yea“ of war and Kuomintang male“ had Ia" Chmas With the “five pammpa m o

the work has 119wa ”10 area, Bath shops and local producers have prospered More than

Running through the bean-

remuved, tunnels had collapsed and even rail-beds had been swept mountain gorges of Szechwan Provmce, the line extends from Ch ,

ing through Kiangtsmg, Yungchwan, Jung . i

and Kienyang. When my,

less than 870 kilometres of new lines most of which have already been pleted the line will not unly open up vast rural-city trade possibiliiil

completed. Two luture trunk lines of some 5000 kilometres are now 101' the rich agricultural products of Szechwan and Sikang_Proviim

being surveyed, which will connect the Northwest and Southwest with but will also make possible the development of the potentlal m

Bv July 1951 the line was already Open to traffic between Chung-

5"“ Y'mgchwan' ' “lance of 165 kilometres. and by the end

kflngu year will be extended to Naikiang_
r.

s

Alangside the men of the F"eople's Liberation Army, some 100,000

lure] peasants arefaking'part in the work of construction. _Real.ising
M0 “mm pmspenty_which the line will bring to the Provmce, their

'

{huslfilsm for work is unbounded. During the course of construction

rking aficiency has increased more than 50 per cent and many

is and innovations in working methods have been adopted

ggestions.

with the introduction of new Soviet methods, the general standards

0' runsil‘ucuon have been raised throughout, New methods 01 com-

lifitllng the rail-bed have prevented later sinkages and new methods

.,r rail—laying have improved the standard of the Line.

The mnstriloiian ol the railway has already brought prosperity to

‘!AL1l Vi

ImproVEmEn

200 shops have recently opened in Neikiang while the area devoted

in sugar cone is almost one and a half times greater than that of

in: your,

Navigation on the Yangtse River has also prospered with the

‘ 1,0” of goods and materials to the site of construction. All this

i: \- upuned up vistas ol the future prosperity that will come to the

Dita with the full completion of the line.
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The Tienshui- Lanchow Railway

Reaching out to the for Northwest, the

Railway will bring to the nomad peoples
a new life of prosperity and culture

In the far Northwest. a tremendous project
of. engineering construction has been launched

in the building of the 376-kilometre 'lfienshui-

Lanchow Railway, scheduled to be finished by
the end of 1952.

Winding through steep mountain ridges as

high as 2,200 metres and crossing torrential

rivers, the line will pass through remote areas

previously dependent upon beasts of burden

for transport For the nomad peoples of the

Northwest, it will open up a new life or pro-

sperity and culture. The natural resources of

the area, which would otherwise be uneconomic

through difficulties of transport, can now be

opened up for the benefit of the Chinese people.

Tremendous difficulties in the course of

construction have been, and are being, over-

come. All materials must be transported from

far in the rear by way of the Faoki~Tienshui

section of the Kuomintang-constructed Lunghai

Railway, whose tunnels were prone to frequent

collapse. Work of reconstruction had first to

be carried out on this section before supplies
could be received. In this area of mountain

paths, 670 kilometres of highway had to be

constructed before materials could be tran-

sported to certain other sites. In some sections,

years of corrosion have eaten deep gorges in

the yellow earth of this area, presenting

almost insurmountable problems for railway

engineering.

One by one, with the combined effort of

the armymen, workers and the Government,

such problems have been overcome, and today

the work is approaching successful completion.
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llllflEl PRIMARY Eflliflfll TEAIIHER

HIH SHUI-FH
As the principal of a small

village school in a previously
impoverished area, Shih Shul-

fen has within the space of (one
year established a flourishing

educational system covering

not only the children of the

village, but also the adults.

When she took up her ap-

pointment in the poor and

secluded village of Chingshuie
tang, she was warned of the

difficulties ahead, for the village

had suffered so severely from

exploitation and oppression that

it was reduced to economic ruin

and the spirit of its people
languished in hopelessness.

Previous teachers in the

village had kept themselves

aloof from the peasants, but

Shih Shui-fen shared the daily
life and hardships at the people
and gave them practical help in

their work of land reclamation

and production.

Starting with a handful of

studenm in April 1950 the en-

rolment in her school soon rose

to 31, and by the beginning of

1951 there were already 70; In an»: that: cum-nu: pmhlellll have bun mug, [Hath-fly nary fully In on vllbre m not damn.

Lhe autumn of 1950 a winter
“‘0 ml- “on: the yum n u and um um mm the uhlldron u it they wenmhor on

“ mu

school for adults attracted 61

students, among whom tour

were women. After land re—

form the number jumped to 1 16.

So keen was the support for

her school that the peasants

volunteered to build new class-

rooms in their spare tizne.

Thus, through the untix'ing
efiotts of Shih Shui-fen, this
backward village became
known overnight as one of the
most progressive villages in

educational work.
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Shanghai textile workers who have mastered the working
method introduced by 17—year-old model-worker Ho Chien-hsiu
have not only reduced the incidence of spoiled cloth by 45 per
cent, but greatly lightened the intensity of labour. Spinners find
that many useless walks and operations are avoided and more

looms can be attended by a single worken

of spinners in State mills have mastered the new method; in

Shanghai, some 900 spinners, techniciam and trade-union cadre
in 70 cotton mills have gone through short-term training in pre—
paration for the present large—scale campaign to adopt the new

method of spinning.

Among the features of the new method are systematic ways
in which the worker can prevent broken yarn and defective cloth
and also flexibility of operation according to the circumstancm
It is estimated that if all textile mills in China nchieve a reduction ‘

'

in cotton Waste to the rate achieved by Ho Chien-hsiu an additional 1
annual production of 45,000 bales of cloth can be produced

‘

The campaign to adopt the methods of Ho Chien-hsiu has

swept the country‘s textile centres. In both state-owned and

private mills where the new method is applied, cotton waste has

on an average been reduced by half. In Tsingtao, 95 per cent

People

lnflmclorl who hnv: menu-ed the new methods inlpect the result:

ol I Inn: or workers in the No. ii sate Cotton Mlii oi shnnrinl

lemw
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Under the new mum, 3 mobile [hock-tam {or the {cl-nix
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wuven in the privately owned Shellinln Cotton Mill Inn ”Neva-l
n bi; reduction in deieeuv. cloth since Mrlnx the new system

The worker! at the annual No. 1 state Cotton mu lave

pledged themelvu in rednu the percent" a! m A woiun worker at the No. 10 Silk Cutton Mill in shnnghni cheeks ynrn (or units Ind Ill-IUD:



u Li-ting, Ministry of Textile Industry

This year has witnessed a great achievement in our national
textile industry—for the first time we are able to produce our own

textile machinery in China.

Our modern textile industry has a history of sixty years. During
the whole period our mills have been dependent upon foreign imports
for all their textile machinery. Our few textile machine plants
were only able to assemble and repair machines imported from

abroad, and although many technicians have felt the urge to attempt
the manufacture of machines, they were never given the facilities
to fulfil their plan. Over the whole period of reactionary rule,
whether Manchu dynasty, warlord or Kuomintang, the policy of

complete dependence upon foreign countries for the import of all

machinery remained unchanged.

Shortly after the founding of the Central People's Government,
a conference of the textile machine industry was called, at which a

research committee was established for the investigation of machine

production. Textile workers and technicians throughout the country
responded to the call of the conference with suggestions and at a

second conference in the spring of 1951, a plan for specialised pro-
duction was launched.

With the participation of many plants in production, and the
overall planning and standardisation of design, a road for mass

production has been opened. Plants which previously only under-
took assembly and repair have been re—equipped for the manufacture
of machine parts, and efficient mas~production is steadily coming
into efiect. Although the demands for new machinery still exceed

Tum“ cxpertl Ind engineering define" of the Hell-I'll!
It“. cenu. mobile PM cinder over I new Ilfllln

I'm]:- mold-wall! CM. ‘m (llllll Mill [2“) h-
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A ”hiplnflle rill-Intuit“); Inn:

mnuiutured hy the Tlcntfln

State l‘extlle MEI PM

with I "why of l homvawcr

the capacity for production it is estimated that by the spring “1

1952 our production will be able tb fulfill all needs.

Plans for 1952 include a threefold increase in the producm
of spindles and a twofold increase in the production of looms 0‘fu
that of 1951. Many more plants will be drawn into productlm
during the course at the year. In Shanghai, already more than 27“

large and small concerns are taking part in the production of rnachim

parts.

Our existing production capacity, although suficient for preslm

needs, will be greatly outpaced by the large-scale development WM
will take place in our textile industry within the next few y_em
To meet the tide of our later economic construction, an entirely
modernised textile machine plant, capable of mass production,i
now under construction. .
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The Garden of Literature (6E.5x37.5 cenlifiweires) by Han Huang (Tang

dynasty 616-907)

Scroll of Willow, Ranks, Reads 1 , d Geese (222x34 cenb‘metres) by Chan

Chi, emperor of - "lg dynasty (960-1279)



Workers’ Safety

Improved
Striking improvements in safety conditions

throughout industry have been achieved as the result
of a series of measures introduced hy the Central
People’s Government since liberation. Committees of

investigation on a city and industrial basis, together
with the workers of the enterprises concerned. pave
carried out hundreds of inspections in mines and

factories throughout the country.

Thousands of suggestions have come from the

workers. who have played a leading role in the cam-

paign. In the Shihchingshan Steel Works, no less than

10,000 such proposals were received, as a result 61'

which conditions of safety and sanitation have been

tremendously improved. Safety devices have been

installed wherever necessary, harmful fumes are

partitioned 01! and measures of cleanliness and sanita-

tion have been initiated throughout the entire work.
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The Wealth of South China
Endowed by nature with a warm and wet climate, sub—

tropical South China not only has three rice crops 3 year, but

is the chief source of China’s sugar-cane production, 65 per
cent 0! the acreage on the mainland being located in this area.

It is also the home of fruits, timber, resin, rubber,

south China In the chm source or Chlnl's [agar-cone production.
Kwangmux Province union: has “8.687 hectarea ol Iunr-uue held-
and production In South China in (at Smile-chin. the yrs—war level

cinnamon, bamboo, silk and many other valuable products.
The great role that this area is beginning to play as a

national orchard and forest, its great advances in agriculture
and its first steps in mining and industry are portrayed in a

vivid and well-presented exhibition in Canton.

In this exhibition, the results of irrigation and other works
with which the people of South China have successfully fought
natural disasters are shown in the story of rising grain pro-

duction, the restoration of orchards and the development of
the production of raw materials.

Here where snow and frost are unknown, each spring and

summer herald the arrival of abundant fruit crops of enormous

variety including lichees, oranges, pineapples, lemons, mangoes,

papayas and bananas. The annual value of the fruit crops
marketed at home and abroad is estimated at 2100 billion yuan,
while constant expansion of orchards is being carried out to

meet the demands or new home markets.

Colourful charts and photographs show a rich timber

industry derived from more than 600 varieties of trees ranging
from coconut palms and rubber trees to various types of pins.
Hainan Island’s rubber plantations are immensely important
to China’s industry and each year the coconuts from this island

provide 1100 tons of coconut oil for the manufacture of soap,
candles and point. An abundance oi pine-tree sap is available

for the distillation of resin, an important raw material in light
industry.

Cinnamon and bamboo production in South China holds
the world‘s first place for quality as well as quantity, and last

year’s bambqo production rose from 1500 tons to 14,600 tons.

Not only are these products finding a wide domestic market,
but they have also begun to appear in the New Democracies.

The combination of Varied fruits, timber and raw materials

makes the exhibition a miniature of the rich resources of an

area that is fast developing.

Pavilion at Agustin Producbl

“,1”..er
..

Judi-L ,

South (‘hino’s Exhibition of Local Products I: Ittr’ctln; thousands bl visitor: And trifle transactions 'ure running into million! a! yum
as buyers mm on parts or the country plus: large order! (or lruit, sugar, timber, silk, Whit-co, paper, and other products of South China

Llchee is one or the man tamous {rults or South China.
Where It grows to perfection. when transplanted to other

Monti-lea, neither in qunllty nor in quantity can the trans-

planter] mill compare with uni at its original habit.“

The Trade Pavilion The Pavilion of Consumer Pradnbta

Coconut production in Human Island amounts to 20 million nuts I you

and is a valuable source at load, on. lerlillser, matting and brushes

The Pavllinn 01 Fruits Ind Vent-bin
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The Huaugyng Wnter Regulating symm I: one or tour larle projects Involved In the canltructlnn or an Irrigation system In
the nor-too region. The work wu commenced In May, 1950, and by Septemher, 1951, the entire body at cement work was flnlahed and
Work Ind commenced on the Install-non o! the (flea. By In“!!! of 1953, about 187,000 hectares o! llnd will he under Irritation

In the western part or Suiyuan Province,
along the bank of the Yellow Rival', there is

an extensive tract of potentially rich agricul-
tural land known as the Houtao, built up
from years of accumulation 'of silt from the

Yellow River. With an area of more than

one million hectares, its soil is fertile and

conditions are ideal for irrigation. With

full irrigation and development, it could

yield an annual production of 750,000 tons

of grain, sufficient to supply the needs of

two million people for a yeari

Local peasants have in the past opened
canals in certain areas. enabling a part of

the land to yield good harvests. But lack

of control at their point of juncture with the

Yellow River gave rise to alternate droughts
and inundation. During the whole Kunmin—

tang rule promises of sluice gates came to

nought, and in spite of the collection of vast

sums ofanoney from the people, only two

small ponds were dug.

After liberation the attention 0! the

Central People’s Government was brought to

this problem. It authorised a plan for the

installation of sluice gates at the mouths of

three canals, and for a new entrance to the

lhochu Canal at Wuyuan. Plans were also

drawn up for the irrigation of the whole

Houtao area. This is known as the Huang-
yang Water Regulating System.

Work was commenced in 1050 and in-

volved the transportation of nearly 30,000
tons of construction materials from faraway
cities. More than 400 workers and engineers
have worked day and night on the laying
of foundations, carrying out repairs to the

canal, and constructing the huge cement

pylons.

With the completion of this water re-

gulating system not only will some 73,000
hectares be freed from the threat of flood,
but the area of irrigated land will be in-

creased by 38,000 hectares. mth the re-

construction of the canal and drainage
systems in the area it is estimated that a

further 187,000 hectares of land can be

brought under irrigation, resulting in a total

grain production of more than 200,000 tons.
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Ti'gar-head

GOLDFISH
chm Chen, Head of the nemnmm a! mono",

Tslnghua Univermy.

Goldfish. also known as are golden tarp. m a spedal
product of China, he country of their origin. Evolved from
he brown Cari) found in the ponds and rivers of Chekiang
Province. canruries of selection and crosvbreeding hm pro-
duoed (ho charming variations of form and colour we know

today.

Variations in farm range from {he bulging-eyed Lung Yen
m the Wang Tien Lung whose eyes gaze upwards from (h:

(up of the head; from rhz swollen-headcd Shih Tau to (h:
wad-headed Ha Ma Tou; from the transparent-scaled [D the

pearlvmled; and from the long
sin le-cailed through many varia-

ums to I’ll: than: :ripluailed.
Colour variations are even more

spectacular, running through plain
and variegated hum; of bright red-

dish-orange in gold. our: white,
dark blue and even purple.

All of these varieties are artifi-

cially bred and do not occur

in nature. Ancienl China: books
record the first appearance of the

fish in Chekiang PrWim: during
the rim: of die Tang dyuauy (613-
907). The original alumnus were

Rh: natural brown carp of a slight
reddish variation. which were taken
from their natural surroundings for
the adornment of private ponds.
During the Sung dynasty (95¢)
1179). the custom of keeping gold-
fish spread [0 other regions. and the

growing fascination of 11:: Cult is

recorded in these lines of a famous

Sung poet:—

Hmv I love the golden mp of
Nanping,

Here I mud again by the railing,

Feeding them (be numb: from my

buokfasl.

As time went an die while and

mottled varieties were evolved. By
1726, a: well as these. there
were the dragon-eyes, dragon-backs.
doublerails and modeys. and the cult

had spread In Japan and Europe,
During rhe last couple of hundred

years the number of species have

further multiplied. with are ml...

don of tho Lion-heads. wnnvheada.

velvet-balls, pearl-seal“, turned-gills.
and tl'lz bubble—2y“.

In [his brief history of [he origin
and evolution of the goldfish we see

zhar from one Iingl: creature there

may be evolved an indefinite number

of new lpccizs, a further example
of the evolution of all living
creatures from a mmnwn Cellular

wanton.

0mm 0! ennui-luau runner. In 5mm alm a» mu. hula u III: sue-owner 2...: cm.
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Fisheries of New China
Pd Hung-him Ministry at moun-

Chinn has extensive fishing areas along
her coast and many vast inland snuroes of

iresh-wa‘er fish. Ranging from the sub-

tropical south as the arctic north, her aquatic
products are rich in variety and ample in

production Although a high level of pro—
duction technique has been gained from
thousands of years of fishing experience,
protracted periods of feudal rule, imperial-
ism, and ruthless exploitation under the

Kuominlang have stunted the growth a! this

potenfiony valuable industry.

As a rank of a series of measures taken

by the Central People’s Government tor the

rehahuitaoon of the industry, production
since 1949 has more than doubled. Along-
side the establishment of new markets and

the reduction of marketing @8133 from 13

to 3 per cent, substantial credits have been

granted to the fishermen {or the repair and

replacement of their equipment. 'l‘ranuporta-
tion durgea and taxation have been ruined
and‘salt is conveyed to the porn by the

Government Salt Administrnfim Bureau

For the banalit of the fishermen, on insurance

scheme covering Lives and fishing wank has
been established and regular meteorologiml

reports are available to all sea—going venela.
In response to these measures of en-

couragement, a rapid development has taken

place in both technique and producfian, and
mulual~aid teams and production I-ulnh'on
drives are a regular feature among the

workers and small fishermen of the industry.
Fisherman Lin Hsiao-chun of Chekiang Pru-

vince created a record last spring of a 36-14311
catch in one fishing trip. Two boats of tho

Port—Arthur Aquatic Products Company
made a new record catch of 107.5 tons of
fish in a single mp. The shanlung Aquatic
Products Company created another record _»



with a single drag-net catch of 70,000
mackerel,

The main sea-fishing methods in China
at the prESent time remain the small sailing
ship and the drag-net. In addition to or-

ganising these many small boat-owners into

co-operatives, the Government has estab-

lished three large State-owned fishing enter-

prises, equippcd with modern steam vessels

and pnssessing their own ice and fish-net

factories, canning, salting, refrigeration and

cold»storage depots and cod-liver oil plantsr
Democratic management and planned bud-

geting in these establishments have created
a standard of etficiency which acts as an

example to the private fishery enterprises.

Among the many sea products used for
edible and industrial purposes are sea-weed,
shellfish, shrimps, crabs, spotted yellow fish,
hair~tail fish, cod, eels, white herring,
flounder and Chinese spotted mackerel
From China's many lakes and rivers, golden
and silver carp, Whitefish, blackfish and
“tan-loha" find an eager demand in the inland
markets, l

Aquatic products are used for many
industrial processes Fish glue and extracts
from seaweed are used in photography, the
textile industry and in woodwork. Shells
are used for the button and brooch industry.
Sharkskin provides leather for shoes, hand-

bags, belts and other articles and seaweed
extracts are used in medical research. All
these products are extensively exported to
other countries.

Traditional methods in the raising of
fish in fresh water are being augmented by
modern science and equipment. Aeroplanes
and the use of compressed air for the tran-

sportation of fish fry have made possible the
introduction of new varieties of fish to lakes
and rivers far from the original locality.

As a reflection of the rising living
standard of the Chinese people the market
for both fresh and salted fish is fast develop-
ing, and this highly nutritious and delicate

food is quickly being accepted as an everyday
dish in the homes of millions of workers and

peasants,

Taking the 10 kilograms per capita
annual consumption of the Soviet people as

our standard, the Chinese people have a

potential yearly consumption of 5 million
tons of aquatic products. We are confident
that the day is not far of} When the achieve—
ment of this figure will be the aim of our

production plan.
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life Among
the Polls

China Piclmial Phahgnphel Visit

POW Camps in Noah Koren

The winning mm or - basket—hall

tournament aispI-y their prize trophiel—
mum a! mnem- m1 mm nrtlolel

Many British and American prisoners
of war who had experienced the rigours
of Japanese POW camps in World War
II were more than a little surprised to

find themselves received in a kindly and

friendly manner by their Chinese and -
. , . < - ‘

Korean captors in the POW camps in In: American Negros In mun: th- prlmun at 'I! in tin can]!

North Korea. In face of all difiiculties of

housing and food supplies under wartime

conditions, their hosts have made con-

aistent efiorts to make their stay as happy
and comfortable as possible.

Wounded prisoners are given im-

mediate medical aid, and on their long
and sometimes arduous journey to the

camps the greatest care is taken of their

welfare and comfort. On their reception
at the camps, all prisoners are issued with

clean clothing, toilet articles and tobacco.

Food and catering arrangements are

managed by the men themselves, and

every effort is made to introduce variety
and nourishment into their diet. British

prisoners in particular cannot help but

Compare the generous meat allowance

with their small weekly ration in Great

Britain.

lunlnl ooncertl m lreqnent um Inc-r talent 1. Men in - POW camp oxprm melt desire for peace mi In early return home

newer-rug ,

One of the main concerns of the

prisoners is the thought of their families

at home. Thanks to the voluntary work

of the China Peace Committee in Peking,
letters are now passing freely between the

men and meir families in Britain and

America. bringing comfort and encourage-

ment not only to the men in the camps
but to their wives, mothers and sweet-

hearts at home.

Kalle-l 'lrlun I‘ flu CHI-ale Wylo‘n Volume“
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New Ploughs For
Tau Wm-ying, Ministry of Agriculture of the Central People's Gov-monk

Agriculture in China is rapidly being revolutionised
through the introduction of simple new farming imple-
ments. It is estimated that a complete switch-over from
the old tools to the new will release‘ one—seventh of the
present agricultural population for industry,

Compared to the old, these new implements are

lighter and more easily adapted to existing animal and
manpower. They plough deeper, are more eflicient, require
less chart and render the soil capable of higher crop yields.

The peasants in switching over to the new tools are

placing orders with their co-operatives from which they
obtain loans to finance the purchases. Priority is given
to mutual-aid teams. Last year in North China alone,
22,000 new implements replaced the antiquated tools that
have dominated the countryside for centuries.

Most popular of all among the wide range of new
farm implements is the new plough that turns a neat
furrow seven inches deep and eight inches wide, and
the run on these is so heavy that the farm-tool workshops
cannot meet the demand.

The demand for more and better tools owes its origin
to the land reform and is based on the same creative
energy that led peasant heroes, even in the fighting days
of the old guerrilla bases, to improve their crude tools
and increase farm production by a third or more. To
meet this deep-felt need of the peasants, the People’s
Government has set up farm-tool factories all over the
country, conducted training courses for mechanics, and
sent technicians to live with the peasants and study on

the spot soil conditions, local crop requirements, farming
customs, animal and manpower limitations and a host
of other questions the results of which were then applied
to the design and creation of the most suitable new tools.

Throughout the country, State»farm tool stations
serve as demonstration centres where peasants can see

for themselves scientific farming methods in operation
and learn how to handle the new implements.

A tumor-«tum: plan": in use on the inn: Sule-
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CHINA DAY BY DAY
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China Hails the soil: Anniversary oi the October

On November 7. the 34th Anniversary of the October Revoiu-
tion was celebrated at meetings, exhibitions, concerts and

Formation of Nat-

ional Child Weliare

Committee

An important step
forward in child welfare

was taken on November

26 with the founding of

the new Chinese People’s
National Committee in

Defence of Children

(right). Soong Ching ,

Ling (standing) was

elected President. The .

Committee which was

set up in response to the

world call made by the

Women‘s International

Democratic Federation

for the defence of

children wiil promote
child welfare work

throughout the country

Revolution

fish
I! 1M”.

g.
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Quality oi Ball-Bearings Trebled

cinemas throughout China. In Peking a great celebratitfn
meeting (shove) was sponsored by the Sim-Soviet Friendshll)
Association. Below: Premier Chou En-lni toasts with SOViEt
Ambassador Roschin at a grand reception at the Soviet Embassy

Representative Con-

Ference ol: Combat

Heroes and Model

_Worl:ers in Nanlring
Addressing the confer-

ence (right) is Genernl

Su Yu, Deputy Com-

mander of the East

China Milintary Area and

the Third Field Army.
Many representatives of

combat heroes and model

Navy and Airforee

attended a conference in

workers from the Army, :

lug

Ingenuity and initiative on the

part of workers and technicians
of the Fushun Steel Plant work-

ing under the guidance of a

Soviet steel expert have wrought
tremendous improvements in the

quality of Chinese made hall-

burings. Faults in the forging
of the steel were overcome by
the adoption‘of Soviet methods
while worker Ma Cheng-shau
and technician Psi Keng-kun
(left) co-opcrated in the crea-

tion of new moulds for the
roller. .As an outstanding ex-

ample in the movement for the

improvement of quality and

quantity of production, this

achievement will have far-

reaching results throughout
the whole of the Chinese
machine and automobile industry

Hooking in the early
part of November, where

experiences of outstand-

echivements

nrvice were discussed

, nnd appraised. Since the

only dsys of the Peo-

ple's Wu of Liberation

Korean Government Con-

Fers Highest: Award on

General Pang Tah-huai

0n the eve of the first anniv-

ersary of the Chinese volun-
teers’ entry into the Korean

war, the Presidium of the

Supreme People’s Assembly
of the Korean Democratic

People’s Republic has con-

ferred upon General Peng
Teh-huai, Commander of the

Chinese people's volunteers,
the National Flag Medal, First

Class, the Republic’s highest
decoration, in tribute to him
and the Chinese volunteer
forces for their magnificent
exploits in helping the Korean

people oppose American

aggression and defend the

cause of peace in the Far
East and the rest of the world

i; .
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more than 22,000 model

workers and combat
heroes have emerged

from the ranks of the

people’s forces. The

merit is awarded for out-

standing heroism and

devotion to duty not only
in combat but also in

rear service duties.

New Homes For Workers

Huge blocks of flats with accommoda-
tion for some 4,000 people are in course

of construction in the city of Tsingtao
us part of a large project for the
creation of a huge modern housing
estate equipped with schools, creches,
an auditorium, a stadium, a cultural
centre and an institute of public health

by the Tsingtso Municipal Government

Women Bus—Drivers in Peking
Among the 56 student drivers attending a training-class for future

bus-drivers organised by the Peking Bus Company are two women.

At the end of their several months' training they will sit for an

examination be— ”WT“? -
fore receiving

V

I”

their license for

driving. Women

in China today

are free to enter

all occupations on

the same terms as
‘

men, and it is ex-

pected that many

more women will

be driving Pek-

ing’s buses in

the near future

Czechoslovakia Presents Two "“1”“ and 01"“ ag'i‘

T T
_ cultural machinery from Czecho-

W° ”do“ to China Slovakia were presented as gifts
to the people of China at a ceremony in Peking on the afternoon
of November 14. Ambassador Weiskupf, in presenting the gifts.
said that they were a small token of the respect and sympathy of
the people and Government of Czechoslovakia for the people and

Government of China
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PHYSICAL CULTURE
I

A Now Movement !n China

Modern calisthenics is something new to

China. Indeed, before liberation it would have

been impossible for workers or peasants to have

taken up such recreation. As part of a cam-

paign launched by the Central People’s Govern-
ment for the health and welfare of the people,
thousands more workers, peasants and students

are daily joining in the national physical culture

movement.

Newspapers and radio stations issue regular
articles and programmes with the introduction
ot fresh exercises and instructions and it is

estimated that in Peking alone the number of

students taking pa'rt in the exercises exceeds

200,000.

ll simple form at recreation and physical
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